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MINING ACTIVITY IN THE BASIN OF LOTRU – 
VULNERABILITY FACTOR 

 
DANA-MARIA GINJULETE (OVEJANU)1 

 
 

ABSTRACT:-This study keeps sight of how mining basin evolved in the Basin of Lotru and why it represents 
a vulnerability factor for the population and human settlements. 
 
Background 
 The exploitation of subsoil resources 
represents a profitable anthropical activity and 
provides the raw materials for many industries. 
Lotru mining Basin had an important role in the 
development of human settlements. Mining is 
only a temporary way of land use. Mine closure 
raises numerous issues regarding the recovery 
of degraded systems to a state of balance that 
allows a new use. 
 The alluvial exploitation of gold is stilll made 
even from the Late Neolithic and it represented 
the main way of exploitation. After 1830, gold 
collection from river sands decades due to the too 
big impoverishment sands and tithes that 
goldsmiths had to pay (I. Cojocaru, 1959). 
 Testimony about the existence of gold in 
Stan's Valley dates from the sixteenth century, 
since the time of Prince Petru Cercel. Thus, 
Franco Sivori, secretary of the prince, points out 
about Lotru river: "it flows on the bottom of the 
mountains, floats itself with mineral grains 
which it collects with a certain craft" (P. 
Bardasu, Ghe Simeanu, 1973). 
 In the seventeenth century is mentioned by 
many foreign travelers the intense gold deplete 
from the gold sands of the river Lotru, Olt, 
Baiasu made by gypsies (C. Nedelcu, 1976). 
The existence of the gypsies is certificated also 
by the localities such as the Rudarilor Valley, 
Rudareasa Valley documented since the 
sixteenth century (N. Moga, 2002). 
 During the Austrian domination researches 
were made by Fr. Schwanz who mentioned that 
the "gold wash continually gather gold,which 
they handed each year to the rule, recalling 

Baias, Perisani, Rudareasa on Lotru" 
(Gh.Dumitrascu, 1981). 
 Between 1844-1845 Major Cavrervali 
achieves geological researches carried out along 
the valley Lotru. In the same period 
Mineralogical Society in Russia ends with the 
locals from Brezoi research contracts in order to 
discover gold ores (D.J.A.N. Valcea, 1884-
1885). Around 1900 the exploitation of alluvial 
is replaced with exploitation of galleries and 
wells with high productivity. 
 The speologist Valeriu Puscariu, at that 
time assistant to Emil Racovita, with the 
geologist Radu Pascu discovered gold ore in 
1889 from Stan Valley (E. Micu, S. Petraru, 
1976). In the veins from here there is free gold 
in quartz lenses. Veins have north-south layout 
and were out by digging galleries Stefan and 
Stoian at the Vulturului Valley and Curpenului 
Valley confluence with Stan Valley. (Fig. 
1).The mines from the Valley of Stan were "the 
satisfaction of King Charles I ",being the only 
gold mine in the old kingdom (I.Haiduc, 1940). 
 The bases of mining activity have been 
made in 1906, when gold mining begins at 
Stan's Valley, on the community property of 
Brezoi. Chaired by engineer Mihai Chiriachide, 
a small mining company was formed. There are 
located new deposits of gold at Pascoaia and 
Vasilatu (D.J.A.N., 1941-1942). 
 After starting the operation from Stan 
Valley, real estate transactions have taken a 
great momentum, registering a real competition 
between businesses people to acquire as many 
properties as possible (Gh.Efrim, 2009). 
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Figure No. 1. Location gold mine galleries from the Stan Valley (after I. Haiduc, 1940) 

 Industrialist Stefan Gaillac leased in 1911, 
600 ha of the mine from the locals of 
StanValley gold deposit for exploitation. 
Between 1912-1919, 748 kg gold were extracted 
from the mine 167, of which 18 kg were pure 
gold. During 1916-1919 the mine was 
confiscated by the Germans, and the number of 
miners being 23 (D.J.A.N. Valcea,1941). 
 In 1920, S. Gaillac forms together with the 
National Bank "Gold Mining Company in 
Romania" in order to develop mining. In 1934, 
Stan Valley mine is leased by the Company to 
Mining Enterprise Administration from 
Transylvania, later transformed into "Minaur". 

Company "Minaur" intensified activity, 
deepening wells, and installing new gallery 
building new cars. For the needs of workers 
have made several building with all necessary 
facilities: the Golotreni housing complex called 
"Gaillac houses". Ore processing is done with 
the help of the peasants’stamps disposed at the 
very mouth of the mine (Ghe.Efrim, 2009). 
Work progressed, between 1934 and 1942 being 
extracted 43.004 kg gold and 79.771 kg silver 
(D.J.A.N., 1941-1942). 
 The work was interrupted during the war 
which led to damages and flooding the lower 
levels, the operation being resumed immediately 
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after the war until 1952. Apart from those who 
actually worked in the mine, mine activity 
depended on many people, primarily families of 
miners. Working in mine , causing many social 
problems. Due to heavy working conditions, 
many diseases affected the mining population: 
tuberculosis, syphilis, pellagra, cancer, malaria 
(I. Haiduc, 1940). 
 There weren’t made extents of closure or 
rehabilitation, for which the consequences of 
mining persists even now both on the 

environment and on the population. 
 Besides gold deposits in the Basin of Lotru, 
important deposits of mica were also 
highlighted (good insulator is used in 
electronics industry) and feldspar (used in 
ceramics and porcelain industry). White mica 
(muscovite) and black mica (biotite) are found 
in pegmatits located in Voineasa and Brezoi 
(Fig. 2 - C).The exploitation is initially realized 
in pits and trenches (Gh. Efrim, 2009). 

 

 
Figure No. 2. Positioning Lotru mining basin. Detail view of the exploitation of Cataracts: A - Picture of the 

plane, B - Outline of exploitation, C - Extract from map geological deposits of pegmatit. 
 

 Russian geologists began to investigate the 
area after 1831, Russian colonel Ditmar was 
tasked to map out the mineral wealth, including 
the deposit of muscovite of Lotru (C. C. 
Giurescu, 1957). Information about the reservoir 
occur in the geological works of Gh Munteanu 
Murgoci and L. Mrazec (1898) and "Additional 
Notes deposit of muscovite from Manaileasa 
Lotrului Mountains" article published in 1922 
by David Rotman (M. Panca, 1922) . 
 The exploitation of mica began during the 
Austro-Hungarian occupation from World War I 
(N. Maghiar, 1970). SAR Society Mica Mining 
buys in 1920 more property in the area and 
starts operation in the points: Cataracts, Podina, 

Tancu 5 (D.J.A.N. Valcea, 1947). The activity 
of exploitation continues, in 1942 the number of 
workers from Voineasa site being between 70 
and 80. Processing was done at Brezoi where 
two mills and a workshop were functioning 
(D.J.A.N. Valcea, 1941-1942). During the 
Second World War production is greatly 
reduced, so that in 1947 the exploitation and 
processing of the mica shared a little low in the 
Society: 30 workers in mining, 10 workers in 
manufacturing, 3 workers in grinding 
(C.Nedelcu, 1976). 
 The operating point of the Cataracts 
appeared a colony, the workers here benefiting 
of different features: free meals, housing, 
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rations of flour and corn etc. (Gh Efrim, 2009). 
After the flood in 1948, the activity resumes, 
developing strong underground operation. There 
are new jobs and the valorification of feldspar at 
Cataracts and Vasilatul starts (Figure No. 2). In 
1981 the number of workers was 300. After 
1989 operating activities of mica and feldspar 
decreased gradually ceased in 1997. 
 Mine Closure is very important for mining 
companies to reduce environmental risks, social 
and accessing the necessary funds to rehabilitate 
the area and human communities in order to 
avoid social and economic collapse. Although 
mining activity ceased there are certain risks to 
health and safety of the population. Mining 
exploitation at the Valley's Stan stopped 
suddenly in 1967, mines were abandoned and 
left unattended, now being collapsed. (Mirela 
Manu, 2009). 
 Environmental pollution does not disappear 
when closing the mines, the old mining sites are 
stored wastes containing metals and particulate 
matter reaching due to drainage into the river 
(Lucrina Stefanescu, 2010). Storage of tailings 
on land unsuitable emphasized environmental 
degradation and consequently the quality of life. 
 In the Cataracts, along the Lotru, sterile 
(terraced) result from processing was deposed as 
a dump of 450 meters long, ten feet wide and up 
to 20 meters high (Figure No. 2-B). In 
downstream, Lotru river water were yellowish 
because of the dump material reached the 
riverbed. At the theemptying of Malaia Lake, in 
1985, after five years of operation, it was found 
that half of the alluvial terrace was represented 
by terraced. The recent River of Lotru was 
dammed with gabions and dump covered with 
geotextile to reduce pollution suspensions.The 
River of Lotru belongs to Bradisor capture which 
supplies with water the city of Rm.Valcea reason 
that water treatment costs due to pollution with 
terrace are much higher. (Ghe. Mosor, 2003). 
 Mining generated a series of random 
phenomena such as collapses, landslides in the 
Valley of Stan and Pascoaia (Mirela Manu, 
2009), sliding the slopes of dumps, mining 
subsidence induced by underground 
exploitation, contamination of the aquifer (Ghe. 
Niculescu , 1996). 

 At Valley of Stan there weren't identified 
waste dumps, one explanation is that it "yields 
that are removed from the mine ore and gangue 
was left down the embankment" (I. Haiduc, 
1940). Resistance to mining waste by 
redesigning slopes and ravinessealing, slope 
stabilization, land torrents, revegetation areas are 
some actions that should be made to rehabilitate 
mining areas. Population vulnerability was 
exacerbated by mining as it was for along time a 
reliable source of income for a significant 
number of inhabitants in the Lotru Basin . 
 Mine closure from the Stan Valley drew 
near lower living standards and income (a miner 
received a very good salary, which exceeded by 
up to three times the salary of a teacher or 
engineer) and a decrease in population since 
many of miners had been seconded here from 
different parts of the country (Mirela Manu, 
2009). Decrease is not visible in the 1966 
census because it is recorded the debut of 
hydroelectric works that has attracted many 
workers from outside the Basin. 
 Figure No. 3 shows the evolution, after 
1990, of the population percentage employed in 
mining, obtained by dividing the number of 
employees in the extractive industry to the total 
number of employees in the industry. In this 
evolution are three stages: a first phase 
corresponding to the interval 1991-1996 and 
highlights a growing trend for continuing 
operating activities of mica and feldspar 
deposits; the second phase took place between 
1996-1998 the percentage is reduced 
significantly due to the closure of the Cataracts.  

In the third period, 1998-2006, the 
percentage registered small fluctuations, and the 
overall trend is downward. Employment in 
mining industry is currently represented by 
workers acting for the conservation of mines. 
Between 1991-2006 the maximum amplitude of 
the population percentage was 10.6% (Figure 
No. 3). 
 The increase in poverty generated by the 
closure of mines increased the social 
vulnerability as "the poor are not able to adjust 
to changes in the environment or economic" 
(Camelia Costan, 2008) 
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Figure No. 3. Evolution of percentage of population employed in mining 

(processing by the National Institute of Statistics) 
 
Conclusions 
 Mining developed in the Basin of Lotru 
affected this territory both in terms of natural, 
economic and social. The landscape has 
changed by increasing waste dumps, air and 
water pollution have suffered and therefore the 
health of the population was affected. Living 
standards of population, unemployment, 
population density, rate of employment, income 
level, lifestyle are adversely affected due to 
mines closure. 
 Remining represents an alternative to 
develop the area. In this way a number of 
valuable items for industry ,present in the waste 
dumps could be exploitated, . Through remining 
new jobs are created which lead to the increase 
of living standards. 
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